Final Project Proposal

For my final project, I will be researching various archives/repositories that specifically hold collections primarily of and by the Asian American community in New York City. I know there is a large community of prominent Asian American filmmakers in the NYC area as well as organizations such as the Asian American Film Festival, which has a collection at Anthology Film Archives. I hope to find what kinds of collections have been established (if any) and how extensive such a community is.

My research will involve going to the archives (if possible) and probably interviewing collectors, filmmakers, and archivists, finding out information such as how big the collection is; what kinds of film/video the archive holds (content and format); what kinds of preservation practices are being utilized; how aware are they of preservation issues/practices; are there plans to preserve or archive a collection (if it hasn’t done so, so far); are there plans to make the materials accessible to public/researchers (if it hasn’t already done so); how well do they know about other Asian American film holdings in the area; what kinds of special issues come up with a culture-based archive.

My overall goal of this research project is to begin to understand how concerned a somewhat small cultural group is with issues of preservation and cultural heritage and to learn how far that concern goes back in the history of Asian Americans establishing a community in New York City. I hope to get a basic survey on what kinds of plans there are (if any) of increasing accessibility and/or preservation.

Websites:
Film archives and role in community-building
http://www.theworkshop.org/ workshopaafc@yahoo.com
http://www.english.udel.edu/feng/aam.html
http://www.asian cinevision.org/index.html spoke to Diana 11/8
http://www.subwaycinema.com/
http://www.offoffoff.com/film/2001/aaiff.php3 (didn’t send to this one)
http://www.naatanet.org/index.html (san francisco)

Asian American Arts Alliance
74 Varick Street, Suite 302
New York, NY 10013
212.941.9208 (tel)
212.941.7978 (fax)
Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
10am-6pm  Please call ahead when planning to stop by the office. Thank you.
Hello,

My name is Loni Shibuyama, and I’m a graduate student at NYU in the film preservation program. The reason I am writing is because I’m planning to do a project on archives/repositories of Asian American film and video in the New York City area, and I would like to contact someone at your organization to ask some questions. My first questions is, Does your organization have an archive? My project will focus on film archives and their role in community-building. My contact information is below, and I would appreciate any information you can provide.

Thank you,
Loni Shibuyama
las512@nyu.edu
626-297-3711 (cell)
212-443-8729 (apartment)

Things to find out:
Size of collection
What’s in collection?—content and formats
What (if any) preservation things are they practicing?
Is there plans to do preservation?
How aware are they of archival practices?
Is anything given access to?
(who has the rights?)
(do they have rights to screen, loan, research?)
(do researchers ever ask to see stuff?)
how close is the community?
How far do collections go back?
Any home movies?
How else is stuff showcased besides film festivals
What special issues with a culturally-based archive?
1. What is the approximate size of the collection, and how far back has it been collected?
2. What formats does the collection consist of (BetacamSP, VHS, DV, 16mm film, etc.)?
3. In terms of content, what does the collection consist of (features, docs, avant garde, home movies, etc.)?
4. What is the current physical environment in which the materials are stored (basement, warehouse, in cardboard boxes or on shelves)?
5. Is a catalogue system currently in place or being developed?
6. Who has the rights to most of these materials?
7. Was the creation of the collection intentional or accidental? How so?
8. How does the collection of the materials fit in with your mission statement?
9. How do the materials come to be in your collection (donations)?
10. From how many ancestral backgrounds (countries) do the filmmakers represent, and how has that changed over the years?
11. When and how did your organization start to consider issues of preservation?
12. Are plans in place to develop preservation practices for the collection, and who will you be consulting in those matters? What are your goals in this matter?
13. Are their plans to provide access to the collections (i.e. for researchers)?
14. To what extent are you aware of the preservation consultation that recently happened at Visual Communications?
15. Do you showcase any of the archival materials at the film festivals? And in what other venues might you showcase them?
16. How have you found the collection to be relevant in terms of community-building?
17. What, if any, are special concerns or issues when dealing with a culturally-based collection?
18. What other archives or collecting organizations do you consult/interact with—could you please list them?
19. What distinguished your collection from, say, Visual Communication’s?
20. If there are any other issues or topics that you find important which I haven’t addressed in these questions, please add them. Any comments at all are welcome.
Tanisha Jones
Introduction to Moving Image Archiving & Preservation
Final Project
Getting to the Soul of *Soul of Reason*: A Case for Preservation
December 2003

Introduction:

As a part of my fall 2003 semester internship at the Elmer Holmes Bobst Library at New York University, I was assigned to review a segment of the moving image holdings in the University Archives. Among the archives diverse moving image holdings is a collection of 803 audiotapes acquired from New York University’s Institute of Afro-American Affairs (hereafter to be referred to as IAAA). Upon my initial inspection of these tapes I came across a series of tapes that are labeled *Soul of Reason*, dating from 1971-1978. Additionally, I had received a box inventory of the IAAA’s audiovisual materials from Mona Jimenez, Internship Supervisor and Moving Image Preservation Specialist, verifying that the collection includes 266 audiotapes entitled *Soul of Reason*. Attached to this inventory is an itemized breakdown of each tape’s content. I observed that the *Soul of Reason* tapes listed names of highly distinguished Black public figures. This intrigued me and I was inspired to learn about the origins of these tapes and history of *Soul of Reason*.

Project Description and Research Methodology:

My final project is an examination of the *Soul of Reason* audiotapes from several perspectives: research into the historical context of *Soul of Reason* including its historical relevance to New York University; conduct a general condition assessment of the audiotapes to determine their current physical state, specifically checking for signs of deterioration of the materials; analyze the intellectual content of the tapes; research into the uniqueness of *Soul of Reason* and most importantly; establish an argument that conveys the value of these audiotapes and the necessity to preserve them.

The Origins of *Soul of Reason* and its Connection to IAAA:

At the peak of the civil rights movement in the late 1960s, Black students and Black faculty at many colleges and universities in the United States demanded the implementation of academic departments that exclusively focused on a scholarly
examination of the African-American experience in America. This historic movement was also taking place at New York University. The tragic assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. on April 4, 1968 devastated and riled the Black community, further enhancing the cause to establish forums for Black scholarship.

In response to Dr. King’s death and the growing sentiment to formulate a Black academic department at New York University, prominent members of the University’s black community formed an organization committee. This committee included student, Winston Duckett, President of the Black Allied Student Association; faculty members Dr. Randolph M. Chase, Jr., Assistant Professor of Medicine; Professor Roscoe C. Brown, Jr., School of Education; and other distinguished members. Mr. Duckett composed a “Statement of Position,” dated April 22, 1969, where he proposed the development of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Institute Organization Committee. Following this document, Dr. Randolph Chase, Jr. functioning as Chairman of the Organization Committee composed an “Organizational Proposal for an Afro-American Institute at New York University in honor of the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.” dated April 23, 1969. These documents were submitted to the University Senate for approval. The Afro-American Institute, as it was originally named, was officially changed to Institute of Afro-American Affairs on September 15, 1969. Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, Jr. was appointed as Director of IAAA effective September 1, 1969 with confirmed support from current New York University President, Dr. James McNaughton Hester. Dr. Hester served as New York University President from 1962-1975(1).

The appointment of Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, Jr. in 1969 as Director of IAAA was more than an appropriate one because he was a man with a significant association to New York University. Dr. Brown, a former United States Army Air Forces Captain and Squadron Commander of the World War II 100th Fighter Squadron of the 332nd Fighter Group, more famously known as the “Tuskegee Airmen”, received his M.A. and Ph.D. in Education from New York University in 1949 and 1951 respectively. He was a University Research Assistant from 1949-1950 and became a faculty member of the School of Education beginning in 1950, culminating in his promotion as Professor of Education in 1960(2).

The IAAA’s objective to develop comprehensive educational programs in Black as well as Latino Studies was not exclusive to formal classroom instruction. The Institute’s goal to share and expand the knowledge of Black and Latino intellectuals among diverse audiences seemed to be best achieved by finding a platform where this knowledge could be widely dispensed. In the papers collection of the Office of Radio & TV 1956-1980 at the New York University Archives are a number of files dated from 1971-1978 entitled Soul of Reason. It was among these files that I uncovered the undated document, “Prospectus for a Radio Series The Soul of Reason (working title)” (see Document 1). It
recommends Dr. Brown to be the moderator of the series and outlines the premise for the creation of the radio series as a showcase for Black scholarship. Dr. Brown, yet again, was an exceptional choice to be moderator of the series. He came to the series with solid media experience. This included being the co-host of a 36-week television program on black literature entitled Black Lettres, with fellow New York University Professor Frank Miceli. Black Lettres aired on WCBS-TV from 1968-1971.

The goal of the series was to examine the foundations of African-American thought from a variety of disciplines including business, education, literature, medicine, music politics, sports, and others. The prospectus continues to state:

“One of the most effective ways to communicate these ideas and ideals is by radio. It is proposed that the WNBC Radio Community Affairs Department in association with the IAAA at New York University, produce a series of half-hour programs entitled The *Soul of Reason* to accurately and honestly equate principle to practice in a meaningful manner. The programs will aim at identifying and analyzing the contributions, problems and aspirations of Americans of African descent.”

Although the prospectus is undated, it is obvious that it dates prior to the launching of the series, and may have been composed in 1971 or possibly earlier. The prospectus also helped to clarify a question regarding the *Soul of Reason* audiotapes. All of the audiotapes are stored in _“_ reel-to-reel tape boxes and most of these boxes have attached to them production labels from 660 WNBC-AM Radio listing WNBC production dates, broadcast dates, and the name of the engineer that worked on that particular broadcast. Additionally, usually written in red pencil on the labels, were listed the 800 WNYU-AM (New York University’s radio station) broadcast dates which always followed the WNBC broadcast by approximately a couple of weeks(3). The prospectus establishes that there was a relationship between WNBC and New York University in the development of *Soul of Reason*, but there were many more questions that needed answers. Who was first approached to create the radio series? When was the first broadcast of *Soul of Reason*? If *Soul of Reason* was broadcast from WNBC Studios, how did WNYU obtain access to air the program after the initial weekly WNBC airing?

I was unable to find any historical documents that could confirm the series premiere nor establish who conceived the idea of the series. However, there were 2 documents that I found that helped me to form an educated guess as to the possible premiere date of *Soul of Reason*. An August 15, 1972 document (see Document 2) lists *Soul of Reason* taping dates for the spring and summer 1971 seasons referencing the earliest taping date as April 27, 1971 with writer, John O. Killens as the guest, and the next taping date as May 4, 1971 with writer and anthologist, Orde Coombs as the guest. May 4, 1971 New York University News Bureau Press Release (see Document 3) references a Sunday, May 9,
1971 Soul of Reason broadcast with guest Orde Coombs, corroborating the information on the August 15, 1972 document. Unfortunately, the earliest audiotape in the Soul of Reason collection is dated October 26, 1971 with guest Gil Moses. The collection does not have a tape of the premiere broadcast or the series’ first few months of programs.

**Historical Investigation into Soul of Reason Continues:**

Once I had obtained as much information as I could about *Soul of Reason* from the valuable collection at the University Archives, it was critical to pursue other sources that may shed light on the radio series. Considering the fact that the program was broadcast at WNBC, it was suggested by Mona Jimenez to contact the NBC News Archives to see if they have maintained records on the series. She referred me to NBC Archivist, Nancy Cole, and I contacted her. Ms. Cole informed me that the NBC Radio Collection, dating from the 1920s through the mid 1980s, is housed at the Library of Congress. She directed me to NBC News Archive website (http://www.nbcnewsarchives.com) where there is a link to the Library of Congress NBC Radio Collection web page. The site states that most of the NBC Radio recordings at the Library of Congress have been cataloged in the Recorded Sound Section’s Sound Online Inventory and Catalog (SONIC). My online search of this catalog produced zero findings on *Soul of Reason*, but the search at the Library of Congress does not end here. A call to the Library’s Recorded Sound Reference Center will be the next step in identifying whether any *Soul of Reason* materials exist in their collection.

The next research approach was to locate the primary participants in the production of *Soul of Reason* and see if they were available to be interviewed. The most crucial quest was to contact the series host, Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, Jr. I fortunately learned that Dr. Brown is currently Director of the Center for Urban Education Policy and University Professor at the Graduate School and University Center of the City University of New York. I contacted Dr. Brown via telephone and e-mail at his CUNY office informing him of my enrollment in the Moving Image Archiving and Preservation program at New York University, which led to my discovery and interest in *Soul of Reason*. On Friday, December 5, 2003, I conducted a phone interview with Dr. Brown where we discussed *Soul of Reason* in-depth. This interview provides invaluable facts and insights about the series from a person that was involved with the series from its commencement to its finale, and offers background information that has not been found in the written record.

Dr. Brown stated that in 1971, NBC approached Ralph Rourke, the Assistant Manager for the News Bureau for New York University Office of Radio and Television, to create a black radio show. At the time, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) instituted a regulation where radio stations had to fulfill a public service requirement to produce a
number of non-sponsored public service programs per year. WNBC was hoping that their idea for a black radio show would satisfy the FCC regulation.

Mr. Rourke and Dr. Brown had a long collaborative relationship at New York University dating back to 1957, and included projects such as the aforementioned Black Lettres television program. Dr. Brown said that for many years New York University’s Office of Television and Radio was an exceptionally active department and Mr. Rourke’s capacity in the department helped him to have strong connections to the New York media community. The department carries the distinction of creating in 1957 one of the first nationally televised college course programs, the historic Sunrise Semester series. The series aired on WCBS-TV of which Mr. Rourke was associated.

Dr. Brown and Mr. Rourke created the title *Soul of Reason* and decided that the series would be a talk show format that highlighted the accomplishments of Blacks and Latinos in various fields. Dr. Brown said that the program was broadcast at 10:00-10:30 pm on WNBC-FM (a broadcast time that conflicts with written documents on the program that list other airing times). However, he did confirm that the program rebroadcast at 12 midnight on WNBC-AM (660 khz) and that this frequency reached audiences from Maine to Florida. Dr. Brown mentioned that he received fan mail from as far away as Canada and Florida.

Dr. Brown said that he was responsible for the selection of guests that appeared on the series. Having a long-standing involvement in the arts and education communities, he knew and had relationships with many prominent black personalities in New York and beyond, and asked them to participate on the program. I asked Dr. Brown if he knew the exact date of the first *Soul of Reason* broadcast. He cannot definitely confirm the date of the first program, but believes that the first taping could have been as early as the end of 1970. He also mentioned that he believes his first guest was Mr. Earl G. Graves, Publisher of Black Enterprise magazine.

According to Dr. Brown, *Soul of Reason* programs were also rebroadcast on WNYU-FM. I inquired as to how that arrangement was established. Dr. Brown believes that Ralph Rourke would acquire program tapes from WNBC and bring them to the WNYU studios for rebroadcast.

The most important revelation that Dr. Brown shared with me is the fact that the *Soul of Reason* series did not end in 1978. *Soul of Reason* was on the air for 15 years from 1971-1986. Startled by this important piece of information, I reiterated to him that the University Archives’ *Soul of Reason* audiotape collection dates to 1978 and asked if he had any insights as to why the collection would end abruptly at that year. Dr. Brown explained that in 1977 he left New York University to become President of Bronx Community College. Between Mr. Rourke, who remained at New York University, and
Dr. Brown’s staff at Bronx Community College, it was decided that Soul of Reason should continue production because it was one of WNBC’s more popular public service radio programs. Soul of Reason ended in 1986 when WNBC Radio changed its format to sports programming. Dr. Brown has a personal Soul of Reason audiotape collection including _” reel-to-reel tapes and cassette tapes representing the latter years of the series.

Upon leaving New York University and his post as Director of IAAA in 1977, the Institute experienced challenging times. The Institute struggled in identifying a new director and reestablishing stable leadership. Several interim directors and financial challenges forced the IAAA to cease many activities that they were once actively involved in during Dr. Brown’s tenure. This included maintaining the audiotape archive of Soul of Reason. Although Dr. Brown remembers WNYU continuing to broadcast Soul of Reason beyond his departure from the University, the IAAA no longer kept record of the association. It is also uncertain how long WNYU continued to air Soul of Reason. That issue is still being explored. Dr. Brown took it upon himself to archive the series once the IAAA was no longer capable. Presently, Dr. Brown appears to be the sole proprietor of archival Soul of Reason programs beyond 1978.

Lastly, because Ralph Rourke was such a pivotal participant in the development and production of the series I asked Dr. Brown if he maintained a close relationship with Mr. Rourke beyond his years at New York University and if he may be available. Dr. Brown informed me that he continued to work with Mr. Rourke for many years after his departure from New York University. Dr. Brown went on to say that he brought Mr. Rourke to Bronx Community College where they continued their prolific collaboration. Unfortunately, Mr. Rourke passed away three months ago, but he was still actively working in the media up until his passing.

Soul of Reason Audiotape Collection – Physical Condition Assessment and Preservation Concerns:

As mentioned previously, the Soul of Reason audiotape collection consists of 266_” reel-to-reel tapes. Due to time constraints, I was unable to uniquely identify all 266 tapes. Therefore, the most practical task to undertake in the interest of priority was to inspect as many tapes as possible and formulate a general condition assessment of the tape collection. As an addendum to this task, I did have the opportunity to catalog 63 of the 266 tapes, which accounts for 23% of the collection. One of my internship assignments at the University Archives was collaborating on the creation of a prototype database aimed at identifying the Archives’ moving image holdings. This Microsoft Access 2000 database entitled “Media Database” was used to record and uniquely identify these 63 audiotapes documenting their general physical descriptions at the item level.
The most noticeable physical defects of the tapes were uneven tape winds and pack slip (another example of a bad tape wind). The oldest known tape in the collection dates to 1971 with the most recent tapes dating to 1978. Therefore, the tapes range in age from 25-31 years. “Since the early 1960s, audiotapes have used an oriented polyester (also known as polyethylene terephthalate, PET, or DuPont Mylar®) film as a tape substrate material.” Polyester tape has proven to be chemically stable and is more resistant to deterioration than other tape substrate materials, such as acetate. Because the earliest tape in the collection dates to 1971, it may be safe to say that all of the tapes are polyester based. However, a more conclusive examination should be performed to determine the accuracy of that statement.

Although polyester tape is fairly resilient, it is known to be susceptible to a particular form of deterioration. “The tape binder is responsible for holding the magnetic particles on the tape and facilitating tape transport. If the binder loses integrity – through softening, embrittlement, loss of cohesiveness, or loss of lubrication – the tape may become unplayable. As Dr. John W.C. Van Bogart, Principal Investigator at the National Media Lab explains:

“Sticky tape and “sticky shed” are commonly used terms to describe the phenomenon associated with deterioration of the magnetic tape binder. The binder polymers used in magnetic tape constructions are subject to a chemical process known as hydrolysis. In this process, long molecules are broken apart by a reaction with water to produce shorter molecules. --- Binder hydrolysis can lead to a sticky tape phenomenon characterized by a softer than normal binder coating, higher friction, and/or gummy tape surface residues.”

I saw no obvious evidence of “sticky shed” syndrome in the audiotape collection, but a more thorough examination of the tapes’ physical condition needs to be conducted. Additionally, preventive measures need to be implemented at the University Archives to avoid the possible onset of this condition. Following, I will list recommendations for preserving and prolonging the life of audiotape collections.

According to SoliNET, the Southeastern Library Network, magnetic media have an approximate shelf life of 25 years and tape deterioration usually begins to appear to this time. Considering that the latest Soul of Reason tapes are 25 years old, it is critical that preservation activities be implemented on this collection. In accordance to preservation principles, good storage and environmental conditions along with other factors assist in retarding the deterioration process, which leads to recommendations for preservation of the Soul of Reason collection.

**Recommended Practices for the Preservation of Magnetic Tape:**
Store tapes in accordance to environmental standards for magnetic media.
Audiotapes should be stored in a clean environment and should not be exposed to contaminants such as dust, dirt, fingerprints, and any airborne pollutants. Tapes should not be exposed to excessive sunlight and must have no contact with water. Additionally, store tapes away from magnetic fields and sources of vibration.

**Re-house audiotapes in acid free tape boxes and acid free storage boxes.** Presently, the Soul of Reason collection is stored in the original tape manufactures’ and are packed in heavy-duty “Paige Miracle Box” archival storage boxes stacked on the floor in a section of the University Archives. The “Paige Miracle Box” archival storage boxes are acid-free based. The boxes are stored away from windows and are not exposed to sunlight. However, the original tape manufacturers’ boxes are believed to be non-acid-free materials, and these tapes eventually require re-housing in order to prolong the life expectancy of the media. Additionally, audiotapes should not be stored lying flat, but stored on end. The Soul of Reason tapes are stored vertically.

**Inspect tape pack winds.** As I mentioned previously, a majority of the tapes in the Soul of Reason collection suffer from uneven tape winds and pack slip. To avoid external damage, tapes should be wound smoothly, have an even pack, and be supported by their hubs, meaning stored vertically (which is referenced above).

**Institute proper temperature and relative humidity conditions in magnetic media storage environments.** Strong fluctuations in temperature and relative humidity (RH) of storage environments can do considerable damage to audiotapes (such as expansion and shrinkage of tape, the development of biological contaminants, increased tape pack tightness, increased degradation of the tape binder, etc.) Many studies have been conducted to determine the ideal temperature and RH storage conditions. Based on an analysis by Dr. John W.C. Van Bogart, he suggests that maintaining a temperature of 59 ± 5° F and 40% maximum RH are safe storage conditions for audiotapes(9). SoliNET recommends temperatures between 40°- 65° F (+ or - 2°) and RH of 30% (+ or − 3%).

**Determine the quality of the tape stock and identify tape length.** Although a more in-depth inventory of the Soul of Reason collection is required, a general assessment appears to indicate that a majority of the tapes are Scotch 3M tapes and the brand “audiotape.” High quality name brand tapes are considered a reliable and more durable product. Additionally, I was unable to verify tape lengths in the collection, but this is important to identify. In an ideal situation, the tape length will be of a short record time (i.e., 30 or 60 minutes). The shorter the tape length, the thicker and more durable the tape is. If there are tape lengths with longer recording times, these tapes will be thinner and less durable.

**Minimize tape handling and determine if tapes need to transferred or copied.** Soul of Reason is an extremely valuable and unique collection. Once the value of collection is
confirmed, a decision will need to be made as to whether preservation masters and access
copies will be generated. Because magnetic tape collections at repositories are usually
very large, much thought needs to be applied to establish whether a portion or all of the
collection is worthy for preservation. Audiotape preservation is an expensive endeavor.
Once preservations goals and priorities have been approved, reformatting of the tape
information onto a more stable format would be the next step. Preservation masters on reel-to-reel should be a considered format with digitized reference copies formatted on CDs.

_Soul of Reason: An Argument for Preservation:_

In my conversation with Dr. Brown, we discussed the uniqueness of *Soul of Reason*. He stated that the series is rare and is a nonexistent format in media today. In his opinion, cable television has replaced radio as the setting for the classic interview structured program. Dr. Brown compared *Soul of Reason* to Charlie Rose’s television interview program on public television; a show that engages the host and guest in meaningful dialog that is educational and thought provoking. Dr. Brown stated that *Soul of Reason* “is probably one of the most outstanding troves of broadcast about African-Americans that exist and was the only such show in the country at the time.” The radio show featured solid interviews with prolific Black and Latino guests and was a groundbreaking program because these important public figures were given the opportunity to share and engage in rhetoric, in a format that was not widely available to them.

*Soul of Reason* featured an impressive line-up of renowned guests in its many years on the air. A few of these figures include:

- September 10, 1974 interview with the celebrated late Puerto Rican playwright, poet, and actor **Miguel Piñero**, co-founder of the famed Nuyorican Poets Café.
- February 2, 1978 interview with civil rights activist **Roy Innis**, National Director of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE). He is currently the National Chairman of CORE.
- February 28 1978 interview with the **Honorable David N. Dinkins**. At the time of this *Soul of Reason* interview, David Dinkins was the City Clerk of New York and the President of the New York City Board of Elections. In 1989, he would be elected the 1st African-American mayor of New York serving one term from 1990-1993.

**Conclusion:**

My final project aimed to establish the importance and inherent value of Soul of Reason. My goal was to identify this landmark radio series as a unique historical artifact. Its historical link to New York University and its significant contribution of chronicling the Black and Latino experience are powerful examples that justify the series’ value. Further
research needs to be done on this fascinating radio series. An assessment of Dr. Brown’s personal *Soul of Reason* audiotape archive, which contains tapes of programs beyond the 1978 University Archives’ holdings, should result in an additional treasure-trove of programming that is presumably unparalleled. A follow-up inquiry at the Library of Congress may produce additional sources of information on the series. The tasks to conduct more thorough physical condition assessment of the tapes and the potential to pull representative tapes in the collection to playback, checking for playback capability and possible loss of content through deterioration, are vital to the longevity of the materials. It is hoped that this project has conveyed the importance of *Soul of Reason*. As a historical artifact, it is also hoped that *Soul of Reason* will eventually be accessible to the public. Scholars, researchers, students, and many others would benefit greatly from this rich library of programs. *Soul of Reason* must be preserved and is a resource of information that is too valuable to lose.

**Notes:**

3. It is important to note that in 1971 WNYU had an AM frequency located at 800 on the AM dial. In a May 23, 1973 article of *Variety*, it mentions that WNYU had acquired a FM frequency and was conducting test programming on that frequency located at 89.1 on the FM dial. This WNYU-FM frequency remains to this day. Additionally, a New York University News Bureau Press Release dated May 4, 1971 reports that *Soul of Reason* as being aired on Sunday mornings from 8:00-8:30 am on WNBC-FM (97.1 mhz). A November 16, 1971 NYU News Bureau Press Release announces the airing of *Soul of Reason* on both WNBC-FM at 12 noon and WNBC-AM (660 khz) at 12 midnight.
4. The November 16, 1971 NYU News Bureau Press Release references that the midnight *Soul of Reason* broadcast on WNBC-AM (660 khz) could be heard by audiences from Nova Scotia to Florida (see Document 4).
http://www.clir.org/pubs/reports/pub54/index.html
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Email interview with archivists for Visual Communications:
Lindy Leong & Dale Stieber (Dale's answers in caps)

Questions:
1. **What is the approximate size of the collection, and how far back has it been collected?**
   Per our website [http://www.vconline.org/](http://www.vconline.org/) and our Collections brochure [just created in a couple of months to promote the Archives], "it contains over 300,000 photographic images, 1,500 titles in the Media Resource Library, 100 films and videos produced by Visual Communications, and over 1,000 hours of oral histories."

2. **What formats does the collection consist of?**
   Film: mainly 16mm, some super 8mm, 1 35mm film and misc. 35mm production elements (soundtrack masters) Video: 1" & 2" video (master), Betacam, Betacam SP, 3/4" Umatic, VHS, DVD AND DVCam or MINI DV.
   Photographs & Slides: consult Jeff Liu for info as I am working mainly on film and video elements. HISTORICAL ARCHIVAL PHOTOS OF RARE IMAGES WERE PHOTOGRAPHED USING 2"X2" or 35MM B/W NEGS, CONTACT SHEETS CREATED AND INDEXED (later). THE ORIGINAL MATERIALS ARE STORED AT UCLA. ALSO THERE ARE 10 ARCHIVAL BOXES OF ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS AS WELL AS 3 FILE DRAWERS OF COPIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS WHICH HAVE NOT BEEN MATCHED TO NEGS. VC production stills (on set or publicity) were shot 35mm b/w. FINALLY, THERE ARE ABOUT 45 BINDERS OF 35MM SLIDE SHOWS CREATED FOR COMMUNITY EVENTS.

3. **In terms of content, what does the collection consist of (features, docs, avant garde, home movies, etc.)?**
   Most VC titles are docs (shorts), followed by narrative films (mainly short films), some animation (shorts), only feature length film was "Hito Hata: Raise the Banner." In terms of genre, some of the animation and 16mm could be considered "avant-garde" (i.e. "City City").
   VC FILM TITLES DENOTE THOSE FILMS PRODUCED BY VC BETWEEN 1969 to 1990. VC IS AND WAS AN ACTIVIST ASIAN PACIFIC AMERICAN MEDIA GROUP DEDICATED TO PRODUCING FILMS ABOUT THE A-P-A EXPERIENCE.
   IN ADDITION TO PRODUCTIONS SHOT ON FILM, A LARGE NUMBER OF PROJECTS ORIGINATE ON VIDEOTAPE.

4. **What is the current physical environment in which the materials are stored? (I understand they're being held at the Academy--all of them?)**
   The bulk of the VC film collection (titles originating in film medium) is now deposited at the AMPAS Film Archive in Hollywood, CA [www.oscars.org]. As the "Project Archivist," I have been doing the physical inventory and cataloguing on the films. I don't have the exact vault specs for the AMPAS archive but the elements once inventoried are placed into the Archive's regular climate control vault (B) while elements in worst state of deterioration would be put into the preservation vault (E). These vaults and their environments adhere to archival standards. We even have Inergen (i.e. chemical released into vault space in case of fire which pretty much suck out all of the oxygen in the air thereby extinguishing the fire without threat of water damage) - I was told this was an expensive feature for archival vaults. VIDEO MATERIALS ARE STILL STORED AT PRODUCERS FILM CENTER. VIEW COPIES OF FESTIVAL ENTRIES ARE STORED AT VC ARCHIVES, AS IT IS HOPED TO CONVERT THAT SPACE TO RESEARCH ROOM.
5. What's the previous environment in which they were stored?
The VC film & video collection was mainly held in two locations: Producers Film Center [off-site vault storage facility] in Hollywood, CA and VC offices in Little Tokyo area, downtown LA. PFC wasn't climate control to archival standards while many elements were stored in the Archive room of VC offices (there is central A/C system and from personal experience, this room is usually kept cooler than rest of office spaces due to presence of these materials).

6. What kind of catalogue system is currently in place?
VC has had several "incarnations" of a Filemaker Pro-based database for all media elements (film, video, photographs, etc.) In 2004, DALE, JEFF AND A DATABASE CONSULTANT DEVELOPED THE CURRENT DATABASE. THIS DATABASE IS DESIGNED TO BE A COMPREHENSIVE DATABASE FOR ALL PROJECTS ON FILM, VIDEO, SLIDE ETC. THE DATA FIELDS ARE DEVELOPED TO BE MAPPED TO OTHER SYSTEMS SUCH AS THE MARC RECORD OR MPG 7 (high hopes).

Before transferring elements over to Academy, we did some through initial cataloguing of elements in both VC offices and PFC vaults (i.e. either updating old records or inputting new records of previously uninventoryed elements). As we didn't have the workspace and equipment for inspection, we took all info. off cans, ephemera found in them, and from elements themselves. At the Academy, we are cataloguing off information from the VC database and actual inspection of all elements. Like the Library of Congress, the AMPAS Film Archive uses the MAVIS cataloguing system.

7. How did the materials come to be in the organization (i.e. donations, festival entry copies)?
Jeff would be the best source for this info. Most of the VC titles I'm working with at the moment were generated by VC and VC-affiliated filmmakers. Some footage were donations. I believe there is a growing library of festival entry copies (mainly on VHS) in the VC offices. At the moment, there is access by appointment only.

8. What preservation and/or restorations measures are being practiced?
With the VC film titles I'm working with, there is hope of future preservation opportunities but this is dependent on Academy's allocation of preservation funding and VC's acquisitions of grant monies. Right now, we are just trying to get everything properly inventoried, catalogued and into the vaults. Much of the inventory work is being carried out by "volunteer" archivists [me and May Haduong (MIAS student from UCLA)] at Academy and VC offices.

9. Please provide examples of what types of works are prioritized over others.
Jeff could best comment on this question. To my knowledge, "Cruisin' J-Town" was the first VC title selected for any kind of preservation work.

10. What are some ultimate goals for the archive?
I believe archival standards storage of VC materials to optimize life of elements and preservation of works for general and greater access to interested users from community members to researchers. The VC archive is one of VC's major "assets" - both cultural/historical and monetary sense and I guess a goal would be for the collections to be another source of revenue for the organization (via licensing of footage and/or photos).
11. What plans are there, if any, to provide access to the materials?
As in question #10, access is probably main goal of the VC archives. This may be granted on-site and/or online.

12. What distinguishes this collection from Asian Cinevision's or other such collections?
I'm afraid I can't comment on ACV's archives. I guess they are in their 30th year of existence but I'm uncertain if they have an "active" archive in place.

13. What, if any, are special concerns or issues when dealing with a culturally-based collection?
Well...this is an excellent and difficult question. This could be discussed differently given the contexts of where the collection comes from and where it is being deposited or held. On VC's end, I would guess the issue of promoting and highlighting the importance of the Collections' preservation for the APA community at large. That is, the traditions and memories of a particular community are the major stakes. At the Academy, our mission statement, at the moment, isn't completely and/or defined vaguely (AMPAS is a young archive at around 15 years). The Archive's main collection goal is, first and foremost, to collect and maintain Hollywood/American film, studio-produced fare but the rest of the collections represent a vast spectrum - home movies and avant-garde are high on the agenda. In the few years, we have on deposit, the titles from the LA Latino International Film Festival. There is a move to diversify the collection slate beyond Hollywood et al.

Sources:
Archives: Asian Cinevision Archives, New York, NY
Archives: New York University, Asian/Pacific/American Studies program, New York, NY
Woo, John C. Personal Interview. 18 November 2005.
My final paper will examine the emergence of Gay and Lesbian film festivals and the relationship with GLBT historic political movements in the United States. In addition, I will pay particular attention to Joshua Gamson’s article, “The Organizational Shaping of Collective Identity: The Case of the Lesbian and Gay Film Festivals in New York.” Published in *Sociological Forum* in 1996, the article discusses the New York gay and lesbian festival scene and how the changing organizational structures of that shape the “political identity” of the gay and lesbian community. Further reading of this article no doubt present more details into the formulation of a collective identity. However, the publication itself presents potential shortcomings into the examination of this particular festival scene. The article was published in 1996, just before the explosion of gay and lesbian representation in the late 1990s. Therefore, my paper will focus on this as well as the major change in the political environment for the GLBT movement. The following is a rough outline:

**Brief discussion on the major political movements of the GLBT community in the United States (and the relationship with GLBT film)**
- Stonewall
- AIDS
- Act-Up

**Emergence of GLBT film and film festivals**
- evolving representation of GLBT characters in fiction film, for example
- GLBT filmmakers/directors
- expand beyond Gamson’s article to a national level

**Gamson’s “Shaping of a Collective Identity”**
- programming practices of festivals
- GLBT representation
- inclusion/exclusion and the formation of a canon

**Historical perspective and other factors affecting GLBT identity**
- affects of visibility on TV
- product marketing specifically to GLBT audiences
- historical understanding and shortcomings

Examination will include other readings such as *Queer Looks, Now You See It*, Vito Russo’s *Celluloid Closet*, and various scholarly journals.
Glbt film article 4 (meditating on curatorial)---page 83, “One senses how little has changed in curatorial thinking, while everything has changed in the (art) world. AIDS has decimated the art-world closet, but too few gay/lesbian art professionals seem to realize the significance of this. Group (i.e., lesbian and gay) visibility need no longer be the highest priority in queer curating, especially if it comes at the expense of the most effective presentation of work by lesbian and gay artists.”
Page 83---“Cameron also had to deal with issues of closetedness that now seem more appropriate to the examination of historical, rather than contemporary art.” (whole para)